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About This Content

The GE 44-ton switcher is a small but tough switching locomotive first built in the 1940s, and is now available as a Pennsylvania
Railroad switcher for the Horseshoe Curve.

Built by General Electric specifically to weigh no more than 44 short tons in order to fit in with the labour agreements for train
crews in those days, the GE 44-tonner was created during the early days of the transition from steam to diesel freight haulage in
North America and found work on railroads across the country. Regulations at the time said that any locomotive weighing more

than 44 tons must have a second crewman in the cab: the GE 44-tonner could be run with only a driver, saving money for the
railroad. More than 350 examples were built up until 1956, with various power units being fitted over the years, and around 20

still exist in preservation across the US and beyond.

Developed for Dovetail Games by Digital Train Models, the GE 44-ton switcher comes in PRR black livery with scenarios for
the Horseshoe Curve route.

Includes:

Includes the General Electric 44-Tonner switcher diesel locomotive in Pennsylvania Railroad black livery, featuring opening cab
doors and windows.

Scenarios

4 scenarios for Horseshoe Curve:
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Title: Train Simulator: PRR GE 44 Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Digital Train Model
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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While this first episode doesn’t really have the time to get too deep and meaningful over the course of its half-hour runtime (and
has a few noticeable textual errors throughout its script, none of which are overly distracting, thankfully), it definitely has the
potential to grow into something very intriguing with subsequent installments. The premise is interesting, the characters are
pleasant to spend time with and the story, while rather mundane and clichéd, is charming.

I’m certainly interested to see where Yume Creations goes with it from here. And if you, like the protagonist, are a lonely nerd,
you might just find something to like here as well.

Read the full review on MoeGamer[moegamer.net]. Simply a game delight. What interesting gameplay. I hope there is a
continuation, something like "Upside Down 2". New maps. I confess that I started to play expecting to complete the 40 stages
quickly, but as I approached the 30 I started to feel sad to notice that soon the game would end. I sincerely hope for a
continuation.

Simplesmente uma delícia de jogo. Que jogabilidade interessante. Espero que exista uma continuação, algo como "Upside
Down 2". Novos mapas. Confesso que comecei a jogar esperando completar rapidamente os 40 estágios, mas ao me aproximar
do 30 comecei a ficar triste por notar que logo o jogo acabaria. Espero de coração por uma continuação.. This game is still in
early access at the time I am writing this review, overall I enjoyed the first chapter of the game, the mechanics are fun and
simple and the enemies\/bosses as well as the environments have interesting designs. I am going to make a list of pros and cons
about the game to this point and then elaborate on why.

Pros:
- Gameplay (movement and combat)
- Dialogue\/lore
- Textures and design
- Collectables\/exploration

Cons: (keep in mind this is in early access and some of these things might change)
- The save system
- Difficulty
- Gltches and bugs in general (mostly small things and is to be expected in early access)

*Spoiler Warning*
If you are looking to play this game and don't want any spoilers on the story or anything of the sort stop here and go play the
game

First of all we have the gameplay, for this I'm including all of the movement\/platforming as well as combat, both of these took
some getting used to but are actually very responsive and fun once you get the hang of it. Jumping was quite difficult at first and
seemingly impossible at some points until I realised you can sprint and jump to get more distance (kind of obvious in hindsight)
and the combat was very odd at first because I felt like trying to fight things with just a meelee weapon was going to get you hit
there was no way around it and then once you unlock the gun it became a strategy of when do I want to use my gun\/my energy
and when to use my meelee weapon and risk taking some damage. I feel like it is a pretty good balance but getting the gun (as
well as other weapons) made the game laughable in terms of difficulty (which I will touch more on in the difficulty section).

This one is fairly simple, the dialogue was short but effective, they gave each robot\/thing a personality apart from the main
character which from a lore perspective makes sense, from what I can tell you are the care taker, which is the first robot humans
made to take care of their every need and desire. As time went on they developped more advanced AI for these robots and then
eventually things started to go bad when fear took over. I'm not really sure why fear took over yet but there is still a lot of game
to come so I don't expect to know everything the lore has to offer. Also if any of the developers read this I really like the
bestiary idea, it would be nice if you could see the enemies hp and how much base damage they deal as well and I also wouldn't
be against making the descriptions a little more in depth but that is just my personal preference.
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As far as textures and the design of characters and the environment goes, I love it the discolored environment really shows how
torn apart the world is and you being able to remove the corruption and see the color underneath is lots of fun. All of the
characters look good and feel like they fit into the world, the only two things I can see that could use some improvement are that
a lot of textures are reused (like the pillars you can jump on) and for one region that is fine but if the other 6 regions\/chapters
use a lot of the same textures I can see it getting old really fast, also when you defeat fear of the unknown all the color is
restored to the world you just went through and all the enemies are gone, but as far as I can see there is no point to return to the
regions you've completed other than finding the rest of the memory logs if you've missed any so I feel like there was a lot of
work put into coloring the world for little to no purpose (so far) so that was just something I thought I should point out

Finaly, I just have to say the world is a lot bigger than I expected it to be for how linear the story in this region was which I love,
I enjoy making it so there is no place left covered by fog on my minimap and having collectables\/consumables to go and find
such as the memory logs and health and energy canisters make exploration fun, I would like to point out that there are a lot of
areas behind cave entrances and such that have nothing and make the world feel a little empty but from a lore perspective it
makes sense that the world is a little bare so I don't really mind it.

Ok now we're moving on to the cons, first of all the save system kind of confused me, the way it works is you will find these
altars all over the map that you can just walk up to and save your game, now what confused me is that they are littered all over
the place and that removes a lot of tension from the game. I never found myself worried about losing progress or being able to
make it to the next save point, now if the intent is to give the player the option to save at almost any point in time I'd
recommend just putting a save button in the menu, but if the intent was to have players making strategies around when they last
saved and when they're next save point will be I recommend removing A LOT of save points from the game.

Next up is difficulty, this game started pretty difficult with jumping being a challenge and enemies constantly widdling down
your health bar but then you get used to the jumping and you unlock a gun and the game was ridiculously easy, now that is not
necessarily a bad thing but it is something to point out, when I started the game the mechanics gave the impression that this
game would be fairly difficult but then that illusion faded as you are showered with long range abilities and a bigger health bar.
I'd recommend either making the gun shoot slower or cost more energy and making the enemies do a little more damage and I
realise some players don't like these things so maybe an idea for the full game would be to give different difficulty options.

Finally there were quite a few bugs and glitches (not game breaking at all) just things like when I was resotring color to the
world my player character was in a walking animation so he kept walking away while the color was being restored, the easy way
to fix this would be to create an animation when the character arrives at the sanctuary so that it looks like he's actually doing
something to restore the color to the world and that it isn't just happening because he walked by. and once I had restored color to
the world I walked around for a little bit admiring the environments and then it went back to being faded and colorless which
was slightly annoying but I am going to try running the game again after I finish this review and see if it's still like that or if the
color came back.

Final thoughts:
I really like this game and will definitely play any\/all of the new content as soon as it's released, keep up the good work and I
can't wait to see\/play more of this game

Also a quick question, it says you plan to increase the price as you add features to the game, will people who have bought the
game in early access have to pay more as well or will it just be for those who purchase the game after more content has been
released? (I don't mind paying more for a game like this and if I feel the full game is worth it I would gladly put more money
into it, so it's more out of curiosity than anything else) also sorry I wrote such a long review I just felt like there were a lot of
things to say about the game :). well... lets draw? why this is called a game? maybe software? eh... somebody?. I had played
previous exosyphen games and they were quite enjoyable. That is until they made this pile of garbage by deciding to implement
this punishing killtrace mechanic. Successfully hacked a server? LOL F*** YOU +15% GLOBAL TRACE! Feel like a boss
cause you just transfered $2000 from an atm to your account? ENJOY WASTING ALL THAT MONEY ON REDUCING
YOUR GLOBAL TRACE HAHA LOSER. Seriously wtf were they thinking? It went from being one of the most enjoyable
hacking OPEN ENDED adventure\/mystery games I had played in it's early iterations to a very frustrating, annoying, and
unenjoyable LINEAR puzzle game that is easily forgetable.

This game is not even worth one cent, save your money and buy uplink instead.. Judith is Shane's Daughter
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Wait XD. The story is short and kinda interesting but sadly there's some grammar errors that quite kill the story. But to me for
that price I think this game is worth it.. This game can be difficult but with the soundtrack it's amazing!. So far, i cannot get it to
run in Windows 10. I receive a program not responding CTD. [bundle has been published now]. Looks like it still defaults to
some crazy low resolution before freezing up and crashing, which destroys whatever desktop\/icon\/window composition you
may have. Please let us choose windowed mode and custom resolutions. Gonna refund for now until the bundle comes out and
its been patched a bit. I will definitely revise this review, but i thought i should give an initial report for potential buyers.

[Edit 2 5\/10\/2017] I decided to buy the bundle, as i want to support the devs, and gave it a try in a Windows XP VM and it
worked flawlessly, and made me happy to see this game running again. I actually kind of prefer it this way, because i don't like
that the resolution is still restricted to like 480p or something, and it won't destroy my desktop composition in a VM. Otherwise,
its up to the Devs to patch for compatibility and add features like resolution choices

Since my habbits already involve running VMs for various things, i have a VM for old games like this, so i can recommend
under these circumstances until the developers decide to do more for compatibility and functionality.. Fun and addictive,
Good music,
a mix of Pong + Breakout + side scroll shooter with level bosses and stuff
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I like this game,I really do.
The idea of it,the pixelated artstyle but....
Why I die so easily???Dude has a heart attack SO EASILY!
And worst of it is....that I have to start the WHOLE thing again from the beginning...
There's no save points....which sucks..... Fantastic game and much harder than it appears. Truely fun for both players.. Does
anybody know what wrong, I try to to play heroes of the west after downloading it and
every time it says I have lost connection to the host when that never happens to me when I play RO2
or rising storm, it also says something about punker buster, if you can help me or give any suggestions thanks :). It was a fun
game, and if you like hidden object games you will probably enjoy it. However it is jaw-droppingly short, and there is no plot.
Expensive for what it was.. The best deck-building game I know and one of my favorite board games overall.
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